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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the last 2 years, I’ve served as PI on two large-scale collaborative efforts between libraries, archives, and museums, I partner with 38 LAM organizations on our IMLS funded “Mapping the Landscapes” project and 35 on our IMLS-funded Nexus LAB project. They represent a broad range of perspectives—from children’s museums to historical societies and from public libraries to specialized archives.  In the next 40 minutes, I want to share with you some of their work, specifically around how and why we should encourage cross-sector collaborations and what we’ve accomplished through them thus far.
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Presentation Notes
I’ll be covering as much territory as I can today—there is a LOT that I’ll only get to touch on, though. Please stop me with questions throughout the presentation, and also feel free to reach out to me for more information after the presentation.Ok—so what can you expect from the next hour…I’ll begin by giving you some context that I think is essential regarding Educopia itself. I’ll keep that brief, but will give you some grounding in the specific ways that we work that have been very important for the success of the projects I’ll talk with you about today.Then, I’ll give you a brief snapshot of the ”whole” we’ve been helping to develop and where each of five project-parts to date fit within it.
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• Educopia’s mission and methods
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Educopia’s mission

The Educopia Institute advances cultural, 

scientific, and scholarly institutions by 

catalyzing networks and collaborative 

communities to leverage and advance

expertise, infrastructure, and information.
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Presentation Notes
Founded 2006 to address a notable gap in collaborative environments in and beyond libraries.  We created a nimble, low-overhead, and high impact structure that could bind institutions together in longer-term alliances.  Hallmark: We believe systems can be changed most effectively when all of the stakeholders in a system come together Our specialties are catalyzing community engagement, building multi-stakeholder alliances, and engaging in applied research A major differentiation point between Educopia and many other nonprofits that serve these communities is that Educopia does not centralize knowledge or infrastructure AT EDUCOPIA; Instead, we are highly distributed by design. We intentionally embed knowledge and expertise and infrastructure within institutions. You’ll see that in play throughout the work I’ll be describing today. We don’t have partners “in name”, we have active, engaged stakeholders and we empower them to build and own the community-led work we facilitate. Another key differentiating characteristic: our work focuses on the system and the ways that individual players (people and institutions) play roles in maintaining or changing systems. 
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Presentation Notes
We believe that moving the needle on big issues requires binding players from across a system, not just focusing on isolated pockets. We work across libraries, archives, and museums in many of our affiliated communities, including MetaArchive Cooperative, a digital preservation network, and BitCurator, a digital forensics community.We believe stakeholders in a system can achieve great things if they align, intentionally, towards shared system-level goals.



alignment is a 
transformative 

tactic

Systems tend toward 
stasis

Critical transitions are 
rare and recognizable

Human networks 
move innovations 
from fringe to center 

Change depends on 
the support of 
networks of people

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a lot of my presentations, I spend 20 minutes on this material…today, i’m going to have to ask you guys to trust me. We draw heavily from the fields of sociology (my background), economics, and business to support our belief that ALIGNMENT is a transformative tactic.That belief drives every bit of our work. That belief also has helped lead us to great tools and methods for facilitating alignment—especially around developing multi-stakeholder communities with shared goals and shared evaluation metrics. We’ve used two key tools/methods extensively in the projects.



Methodology: Boundary-Spanning

buffering
reflecting

connecting
mobilizing
weaving

transforming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we can span boundaries, we have to acknowledge difference. http://reviewrail.com/website-silo-for-seo/



Methodology: Collective Impact

Credit: FSG, 2015
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Presentation Notes
And our other toolkit maps loosely onto “collective impact”How many of you know about collective impact methodologies?How many of you have been involved in collective impact projects? (catalyzing communities)Briefly…cascading coordinated actionneutral facilitation toward achieving common, complex goals across communiitesmonitoring successThe concept behind collective impact is that system-level change can be orchestrated through the deliberate work of stakeholders across the whole system. This does not occur just by creating a collaborative network—we already have lots of those. Collective impact is differentiated from other approaches by its facilitation methodology. It begins with facilitators engaging all of the stakeholder communities around a problem area and helping them to come to agreement upon a common vision or goal for change. The vision cannot be a platitude—it has to be an attainable goal towards which progress can be mapped and measured.  The facilitation work continues at the stakeholder group level, with each group determining what specific, incremental steps it may take to continue to forward progress at the system level, and also how progress in this stakeholder-level work can be mapped and measured.  This stakeholder-specific work must be coordinated such that each group’s work bears an explicit, reciprocal relationship with the work of the whole collective. And these mutually reinforcing activities have to meet the vested interests and economic drivers of each stakeholder group, and the system itself—a hard balance that is only struck by constant communication and consistent refining of the goals of the stakeholders, both individually and as a system. Active facilitation continues throughout, with a lightweight backbone comprising focused facilitators providing the necessary connection work—both within and between each of the stakeholder groups. Progress is evaluated incrementally, and recalibration takes place as necessary. The purpose behind this methodology is to encourage every player to change simultaneously, deliberately, and in concert with each other. These changes then reinforce each other at a system level, making it more likely that those changes will “stick.”



9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The net effect of this coordination is cascading levels of linked collaboration. This serves to magnify the impact of existing investments via coordination.When supported by an effective backbone and shared measurement system, the cascading levels of collaboration creates a high degree of transparency among all organizations and levels involved in the work. As the illustration here suggests, information flows both from the top down and from the bottom up. Vision and oversight are centralized through a steering committee, but are also decentralized through multiple working groups that focus on different levers for change.BUT—this model requires a different set of investments. There are examples of how this has worked across a wide range of fields—really promising results that have been documented thoroughly by a mix of change agents (Stanford Innovation Review is one easy source for diving into some of these). We don’t have time to go into all of that here. BUT—we do have time to think about why multi-stakeholder initiatives are valuable, and to question whether there are different ways of both building and funding collaborative efforts that could instigate higher-level changes.
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Shift to the projects!



• “Nexus: Spanning Boundaries” 
Educopia, 2013-14

• “Coalition for National Learning” 
OCLC/WebJunction, 2013-15; 2015-16

• “Mapping the Landscapes” 
Educopia, 2015-16

• “Nexus Leading Across Boundaries (LAB)” 
Educopia, 2014-2017

Four projects, intersecting goals

Photo Credit: Pietro de Grandi, https://unsplash.com/search/bicycle?photo=TDFtL-teb5c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll speak mainly to the three projects I’ve had the honor to PI and the Coalition project work that we have done via a subcontract with OCLC. I will try to mark always where I’m speaking as a subcontractor or participant rather than as a PI!So the origins of all of these projects date back to the same meeting—the Library CE Influencers convening on June 6, 2013 in DC, hosted by OCLC and funded by IMLS (notably, the library side—the Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian program)There, librarians and archivists (NOTE, no museum players officially invited) discussed where they might find traction on common issues or needs in training.



First there were 2…
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Nexus: Spanning Boundaries 
Educopia
2013-14

(Library focused) Coalition for National Learning
OCLC/WebJunction

2013-15
(LAM focused)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was a productive meeting.Two projects grew out of that meeting. One was a planning grant, “Nexus: Spanning Boundaries”. The second was a full grant, “Coalition for National Learning”.Now—again, remember the genesis of these projects was the CE Influencers meeting. The Nexus: Spanning Boundaries grant focused on one type of continuing education—Leadership Development—and it specifically focused on LIBRARIES, though it did include Archives based in libraries. This project was led by Educopia. Our goal was to conduct a supply analysis, identifying all of the US and Canada-based Library Leadership training programs and their various characteristics. We were very successful, creating a dataset that has been widely used and cited, including in several book-length publications (e.g., ACRL’s recent publication on leadership programs in libraries). The instrument has also been re-used by the Gates Foundation and their contract-based group that researched these same types of issues internationally.In contrast, the Coalition for National Learning was a full project and it focused on continuing education across the three fields: Libraries, archives and museums. And, as you can imagine and likely lived through, the expansion of the focus became a key challenge for the project. Chrystie Hill and others at OCLC worked closely with Chris Reich to address the serious gap in knowledge of who the museum-based players were and how to bring them to the table, not as an afterthought, but as a core component of the project and on equal footing. It took at least 2 years (and many would say 4) to mend that origination problem. It wasn’t always graceful, but it taught those of us who participated in the project a lot!Both projects were successful; both also spawned second projects.



Then we grew…
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Nexus: Spanning 
Boundaries 

Educopia
2013-14

(library focused)

Coalition for National 
Learning

OCLC/WebJunction
2013-15

(LAM focused)
Nexus: Leading 

Across Boundaries
Educopia
2014-17

(LAM focused) Coalition to 
Advance Learning 

OCLC/WebJunction
2015-16

(LAM focused)

Mapping the 
Landscapes

Educopia/ATSOTF 
Task Force
2015-16

(LAM focused)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then we grew!Annnd, things got slightly more confusing because of the connections between, but also distinctions between, this family of projects.Nexus LAB built on the relationships and knowledge gained in the first project, but sought to broaden both its scope and reach to include museums and archives. We specifically aimed for a balance of voices across LAMs of different types and disciplines. To do so, we leaned HEAVILY on Chris Reich—a huge thank you goes out to him, and also to other bridge-builders on our team, including Dan Yaeger, Susan Perry, Tom Clareson, and Anne Ackerson!We invested the first year of the Nexus LAB project in onboarding museum and archives representatives. I can’t stress how important that was. We have 38 associations involved in this project at this point (I’ll show you that on a future slide). In the second year, the highly engaged team produced, with help from subcontractors, a full leadership roadmap, evaluation toolkit, and curriculum on “Leading at the Professional level”. Our third year (nearly half over now!) is dedicated to piloting both the evaluation toolkit and the curriculum.The Coalition to Advance Learning expanded to include more museum players as its extension picked up in 2015. Relationship building was a key goal, as was developing concrete ways to engage the players in active collaborations. Educopia was hired under a subcontract to facilitate that group beginning in Fall 2015, and we brought the spanning boundaries and collective impact models to bear on the project, developing a common national agenda and helping to move forward sustainability conversations within the community.Mapping the Landscapes (project 5) grew directly out of the Coalition. Educopia served on a Task Force in the coalition called Assessing the State of the Field (yes, that’s the gnarly acronym you see). We stepped forward to lead the initiative when other institutions who were at the table ran into difficulties gaining permission from their associations and universities to serve as the lead. More on that later! The project sought to bring best practices from other fields to bear on LAMs around Needs Assessment methodologies. We conducted a Needs Assessment for continuing education and professional development across the three fields, attracting nearly 3000 individual responses through a survey, and more than 60 additional participants in focus groups.Ok. So that’s the range of projects. I’ll go in depth on each of these in a few minutes. First, I want to talk a bit about the general lessons we’ve learned and findings we’ve come to in these projects.



Four projects, intersecting goals
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Theory behind the projects
Mission alignment positions libraries, archives, 
and museums to collaborate.

Photo Credit: Ilya, https://unsplash.com/photos/D62hQefhteg
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Knowledge dissemination and curation as common cores



Finding #1

While LAM missions may be aligned, wide 
variance across them must be addressed

staffing models
funding models

organizational sizes 
governance structures

user communities served
disciplinary specializations 
acronyms and vocabularies

Photo Credit: Brage Neslein Korsnes, https://unsplash.com/search/bridge?photo=WLkqxn0Rmg4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These factors may create real or perceived boundaries to cross-field collaboration. Each of these three fields has its own sense of identity and focus, and individual libraries, archives, and museums operate largely within the bounds presented by these field (and sub-field) identities.In the course of the Mapping the Landscapes and Coalition to Advance Learning projects, we have identified several key areas of tension and/or friction that we highlight here. We have grouped these issues into three main areas: Field Diversity, Resources, and Vocabulary. These issues and areas are meant to be illustrative, not exhaustive.Field diversityThe sheer spread of structural and disciplinary differences is difficult to understand, let alone address“museum” encompasses art galleries and zoos, children’s museums and historical societies, and many, many other entities, all (arguably) united by their primary focus on exhibitions for the public.“Libraries” likewise includes a broad set of public, commercial, academic, and government entities, identifiable through a shared mission to build, house, preserve, and provide access to collections that are often largely text-based. “Archives” denotes a wide range of entities which collect, protect, and provide access to primary source materials—varying both in terms of the subject matter (academic, government, business or religious) and scope (local to national).organizational structure is not as simple as “are you a library, archives, or museum environment?”Small/largeRural/urbanResources“We need more money, staff and time” has been a consistent refrain across archives, libraries and museums of all types. How do resourcing perceptions influence these fields’ ability to partner? Perceptions (from project-team surveys in the Coalition and in the Mapping the Landscapes project) are that libraries are the best resourced; museums next; archives lastBelies the field diversity issue…academic libraries have very different resources and opportunities than public libraries, for example. Ditto children’s museums as compared to art galleries.VocabularySo often, archives, museums, and libraries find that they are saying the same thing using different vocabularies. Or—perhaps more problematic—they find that they are using the same term in different fields to mean different thingsmetadata, processing, cataloging, access, preservation, collection are all misunderstood routinely between LAM fieldsOn multiple occasions across this suite of projects projects, we have noted early stage conversations where new partners or partners from one field either tune out or pull back fromparticipating because the language they hear seems foreign. Even when that language actually derives from another sector entirely (e.g., business or finance) it is often assumed by players from each LAM field as deriving from one of the other LAM fields. Tune-out ensues!



Finding #2

For multi-stakeholder initiatives, structure is key! 
• Identifying an institution that can serve as “lead”

• Identifying the right stakeholders

• Mindfully addressing invitations (From whom? To whom?)

• Establishing a neutral meeting point and trusted “backbone”

• Reinforcing boundaries before attempting to span them

• Working towards concrete shared goals & shared measurement

• Cultivate “networked leadership”

• Design work so as to privilege all member voices and input

– This last one is so much more difficult than it appears!

Photo Credit: Brandon Church, https://unsplash.com/search/structure?photo=9jUmOBijaeU
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Presentation Notes
Working in coalition doesn’t come naturally; requires new lenses and techniques that lots of Eds don’t have.



Finding #3

Areas particularly ripe for networked leadership: 

• Education and professional development
– Needs assessments, supply analyses, targeted 

offerings
• Technology transitions

– Digital curation, digital forensics, digital preservation
• Funding, policy, and visibility challenges
• Leadership challenges

– Succession planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“growth” areas that our fields have in common. These all vary slightly in practice, not only if you are in a library, archives, or museum, but also according to whether youare a large or small organization, high or low resourced, and public, private or not-for-profit.Shared challenges include:1. Digital transitions—management needs an increasingly sophisticatedgrounding in technology in order to manage staff, vendors/suppliers, anddaily operations.2. Funding challenges—across each field and sub-field, fiscal pressuresrequire major operational changes, diversification of revenue streams, andincreased advocacy outcomes.3. Policy changes—a range of federal, state, and local policies havevast implications for our ongoing management of our organizationalinfrastructures and our collections.4. Leadership challenges—leaders increasingly need training to addressorganizational and field-level issues, ranging beyond subject-specificneeds to topics from the realms of business, marketing, finance, strategiccommunications, etc.5. Succession planning—across the fields, we have noted that waves ofretirement at top leadership positions seem to be complicated by a senseof reticence by the “next generation” to take on leadership positions.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll be covering as much territory as I can today—there is a LOT that I’ll only get to touch on, though. Please stop me with questions throughout the presentation, and also feel free to reach out to me for more information after the presentation.Ok—so what can you expect from the next hour…I’ll begin by giving you some context that I think is essential regarding Educopia itself. I’ll keep that brief, but will give you some grounding in the specific ways that we work that have been very important for the success of the projects I’ll talk with you about today.Then, I’ll give you a brief snapshot of the ”whole” we’ve been helping to develop and where each of five project-parts to date fit within it.



Coalition to Advance Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This isn’t my project…but I’ve been involved in it, both as a member and as a facilitator under a subcontract 2015-16.Key deliverable isn’t visible here: RelationshipsOther deliverables produced by the project include The Joint Strategy, which details how members work with each otherA co-produced workshop on Project Management, attended by trainees from across the sectorsOutreach mechanisms including a website, basecamp instance, and presentationsA cross-listed/cross-advertised museum-based workshop, attended by Coalition member associations’ representativesA National Agenda to provide a roadmap to help CE/PD professionals to identify, understand, and position how their own work relates to national goalsThe Collective Wisdom Conference Exchange
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Currently is seeking a host; early days, but it looks like at least 4 organizations plan to investigate this just from within the project teams (Nexus and Coaltion)



Mapping the Landscapes

Leverage community partnerships in order to 
document the continuing education/ 

professional development needs of staff in and 
across libraries, archives, and museums

Photo Credit: Stephen Monroe, https://unsplash.com/search/map?photo=yg8Cz-i5U30
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Stephen Monroe, https://unsplash.com/search/map?photo=yg8Cz-i5U30



Project Consultants: TrueBearing, LYRASIS

Mapping the Landscapes Team



•Survey
•Focus Groups
•Field Assessment

•Lyrasis
•TrueBearing

•38 Partners•Coalition to Advance 
Learning

•Educopia

Project 
Leadership

Partner 
Advisory 

Board

Task ForcesExternal 
Consultants

Mapping the Landscapes Team

Graphic by Christina Drummond, Educopia



What we’ve produced

• Field Research
– Spanning Boundaries report
– Needs Assessment “how to” guide

• Focus Group methodology and questions
• Survey instrument and competencies map
• Data from surveys and focus groups
• Analysis

– Self-Identified LAM Professional Development Needs
– Tableau dashboards

Photo Credit: Stephen Monroe, https://unsplash.com/search/map?photo=yg8Cz-i5U30



Mapping the Landscapes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First two deliverables were education-oriented. One chronicles what we’ve learned about spanning boundaries and multi-stakeholder initiatives that involve libraries, archives, and museums. The other included substantive research (including 11 interviews with national and international continuing education and professional development associations), to document best practices in needs assessments.That second report is worth a minute—we found that most needs assessments in our three fields—libraries, archives, and museums--tend to focus on prospective trainees and their self-reports about what competencies they need or what courses they would like.In rare cases, we also see some of these needs assessments pitched toward directors of libraries, archives, and museums to better capture what they believe their employees need.There is a third level that is rarely if ever used in library, archives, and museums needs assessments: The field level. Identifying and talking with “thought leaders” across a field provides a triangulation that is essential for projecting accurately the needs-–not just the “wants”—of a field.



Mapping the Landscapes

• SAA
• AASLH
• ALA

• AAM
• Virtual

Focus Groups hosted 2015-16:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the project progressed, we formed two task forces—one around the survey and one around the focus groups.In each case, we gave the reins to our partners. The task forces (with nominated full cross-sector representation in each) produced RFPs for consultants who would conduct the focus groups and the surveys. The Task Forces also reviewed proposals and made recommendations to the Advisory Board, who ultimately selected the consultants. As PI and PM, Educopia facilitated the process.LYRASIS (Tom Clareson and Laurie Gemmil-Arp) was selected to design and lead the focus group TrueBearing (Nathan and Jessica) was selected to design and lead the surveyHOWEVER—by design, these consultants worked closely with their Task Forces, “skilling up” the participants in the project in best practices for these methods.So here, you see the “Survey Conceptual Model,” which TrueBearing and the Survey Task Force built before drafting out the survey. You also see the focus group locations, selected by LYRASIS and the Focus Group Task Force. You also see one of the great outputs of the grant: the roughly 200 page ”compendium” which provides all of the project findings and data. We’ll dive a bit deeper into each in a moment.



Common LAM  Competency Taxonomy

Developed through the IMLS supported Mapping the Landscapes project

98 shared competencies organized into:
• 6 areas: basic operations, collections, 

institutional management, leadership, 
technology, and public-facing

• 25 sub-areas (in total)

Source: https://educopia.org/publications/self-identified-library-archives-and-museum-professional-development-needs-2016-edition

Mapping the Landscapes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6 high level competency areas emerged after looking across multiple professional competency sets (e.g., WebJunction, SLA, ACA), reflecting 98 specific shared competencies across 25 topical areas. As we created this taxonomy, we looked for areas of overlap - skills common across LAMs. We recognize that each role/profession has its own unique needs - that isn't what we were doing here. This was not “Lowest Common Demonimator” in approach - instead it was an exploration of where the common training needs and common operational skills lay given overlap both in missions and who LAMs serveHigh level areas address needs across basic operations, collections, institutional management, leadership, technology, and public-facing.



• 61 focus group 
participants

• 2,788 survey 
respondents

Source: https://educopia.org/publications/self-identified-library-archives-and-museum-professional-development-needs-2016-edition

Data sources
Mapping the Landscapes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First though, I want to say how amazing the project group and the Coalition were in spreading the word about the survey. We had a terrific number of respondents, and the data they provided in 2016 gives us a rich baseline from which we can begin building knowledge about how needs change over time.Our consultants and TF members, have documented the process from start to finish so that this survey will be able to be used well into the future. In our sustainability documentation, we suggest that the Coalition (including members of the project team) run the survey every two or three years.



Source: https://educopia.org/publications/self-identified-library-archives-and-museum-professional-development-needs-2016-edition

Mapping the Landscapes

Use PDF Bookmarks to 
navigate quickly to a 
competency area of 
interest.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The survey instruments, methodology, and findings, as well as the focus groups instruments, methodology, and findings are documented in the compendium report, which we’ll turn to next.296 pg document. To navigate straight to a competency area and its related findings, use the bookmarks in the pdf.



Tableau

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dashboards are very complex in terms of data.Note that we’ve created six different data views which appear when you click the grey boxes. The first highlights the competencies our survey population from a specific field felt were critical to their roles, and then it shows both their indication of need for training and Confidence level. But this high-level roll-up actually hides the details of where the most need is felt. Must look at the report to get specific details by field for each of the 98 competencies - where many skills around advanced technology and digital collections showed significant demand for training.Move to live demo of 3, 4, and 5: support for CE/PD, drivers for CE/PD, and selection factors for CE/PD. 

https://public.tableau.com/views/MtLdashboardset/MappingtheLandscapes?:embed=y&:display_count=yes&:showTabs=y&:showVizHome=no
https://public.tableau.com/views/MtLdashboardset/MappingtheLandscapes?:embed=y&:display_count=yes&:showTabs=y&:showVizHome=no


Nexus: Leading Across Boundaries (LAB)

Build a community for the experts providing 
museums, archives, and libraries leadership 
training to: 
1. increase trainer capacity through cross-sector 

knowledge sharing and curriculum and evaluation 
resource development

2. develop a network of leadership trainers for cultural 
memory institutions

Photo Credit: Clem Onojeghuo, https://unsplash.com/search/cross?photo=VIrwcwdr2Bc
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Presentation Notes
Leveraging existing knowledge in a different arena—Center for Creative Leadership and the 360 by design research and competencies they have produced, validated, and refined over more than a decade.Chart a Leader Development Roadmap encompassing leadership-training offerings across LAMs. Produce highly relevant national, cross-sector, core leadership-training curriculum modules.Design evaluation methodologies and instruments for evaluating success of each curriculum element. Build a strong, cross-sector trainer network of leadership training program administrators and trainers.Advocate for boundary-spanning solutions as a key component for strengthening LAMs.



Nexus LAB Team
Archives
• Academy of Certified Archivists 
• Archives Leadership Institute 
• Council of State Archivists 
• Regional Archival Associations Consortium
• Society of American Archivists 

Museums
• American Association for State and Local History 
• Association of Zoos and Aquariums
• Getty Leadership Institute
• Institute for Cultural Entrepreneurship
• Johns Hopkins Museum Studies Program
• Mid-Atlantic Association of Museums
• Mountain-Plains Museums Association
• Southeastern Museum Conference

Core Consultants
• Center for Creative Leadership
• TrueBearing Consulting
• Toolkit Consulting

Libraries
• ALA, Public Program Office
• Association of College and Research Libraries
• Association of Research Libraries
• Chief Officers of State Library Agencies
• Illinois State Library ILEAD U
• Medical Library Association
• National Library of Medicine / Association of 

Academic Health Science Libraries
• Online Computer Library Center
• Public Library Association
• Virginia Tech Libraries

Multi-Perspective
• Council on Library and Information Resources
• Dartmouth College
• Ithaka S&R
• Maureen Sullivan Associates
• University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill SILS
• University of North Texas

Photo Credit: Clem Onojeghuo, https://unsplash.com/search/cross?photo=VIrwcwdr2Bc
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Clem Onojeghuo, https://unsplash.com/search/cross?photo=VIrwcwdr2Bc



Nexus LAB Team

Photo Credit: Clem Onojeghuo, https://unsplash.com/search/cross?photo=VIrwcwdr2Bc



Nexus LAB: What we’ve produced
• Common Leadership Competency Framework

Layers of Leadership across Archives, Libraries, and 
Museums

• Evaluation Suite (in pilot phase, open invitation)
Pre/Post event and 3-6 month impact assessment tools 
connected to common competencies

• Curricular Resources (in pilot phase , open invitation)
Open, adaptable instructor guides, slide decks and 
learning aides for seven “leading the field/profession” 
level topics

Photo Credit: Clem Onojeghuo, https://unsplash.com/search/cross?photo=VIrwcwdr2Bc



Nexus LAB: Layers of Leadership

• Series of 6 frameworks
• Leadership 

competencies and 
related outcomes 
for each

• Co-produced and
built upon CCL 
360 by Design 
competency library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We actually developed a new level that CCL had not previously used: Leading the ProfessionCo-published with CCLframework that blends a logic model for evaluation and a design framework for curriculum development



Nexus LAB: Layer 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Role/ChallengeTasksSkills (Competencies)Behavioral changes �(Learner Impacts)Greater Outcomes�(Broader Impacts)



Online Evaluation Suite pilot using
Layers of Leadership Frameworks

• Testing competency-based impact-oriented evaluation tools
• Online survey engine (Survey Gizmo) allows instructors to 

select relevant leadership competencies for learner survey 
generation.

Three assessments 
1. Pre-event
2. Immediate 

post-event
3. Follow-up 

3-6 month out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation is for ALL LEADERSHIP TRAINING, not the particular curriculum we produced as another output. REALLY important distinction. This builds on the layers of leadership. It’s competency driven.Pilots are now underway



Nexus LAB: 7 Curriculum Modules
inspired by Layer 6 - Leading the Profession/Field Layer

• Plug and play design

• Designed to work within multiple types of offerings: 
conference sessions, pre-conference workshops, existing 
programs

• Unbranded – meant to be customized/branded by instructors 
and programs

• Piloting through summer 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there’s the curriculum! 



Seven Nexus LAB Curriculum Module 
Topics

inspired by Leading the Profession/Field Layer

Articulating the Case for Change 2 hours  20 minutes

Engaging Diverse Stakeholders to Lead Change 2 hours  10 minutes

Are you Moving the Needle?  Assessing  the Impact of Advocacy Efforts 1 hour 50 minutes

Fostering Innovation and Creativity 2 hours 30 minutes

Positioning your Organization in Community, Economic and Social Issues 2 hours

Building a Networked Approach to Leadership 2 hours

An Advocacy Primer for Libraries, Archives, & Museums 2 hours  20 minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rosemary



Curriculum Module Components

Trainer’s Guide 
(.doc / .pdf)

session walk-through with 
exercises, talking points, 

examples, resources

Lightly formatted slides
(.ppt)

for customization/branding

Learning Aids
.doc / .pdf

Supporting in-class 
activities 

and providing take-aways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rosemary



Pilot counts by target audience
Libraries Archives Museums

Curriculum pilots
scheduled 9 3 6

Curriculum pilots
tentative

2 1

Evaluation pilots
scheduled 11 2 5

Evaluation pilots
tentative 8 2

 Session reflected multiple times if serving multiple audiences
 15 pilot sessions in total: 3 evaluation only, 4 curriculum only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People get confused, expecting evaluation to be standard evaluation tied to curriculum. Challenging to get piloting of both –two instructors changed minds to only piloting curricular resources, citing time to learn new evaluation instrument / Layers of Leadership



Next steps

• Needs Analysis, next steps (organization and 
field-level analyses to triangulate with individual)

• Supply Analysis (initial research completed by 
LYRASIS)

• Test efficacy of Nexus model in another topical 
area of importance (technology? diversity and 
inclusion?)
– interested in how we might benchmark and access 

and analyze evaluation data that is generated at the 
point of classroom evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://unsplash.com/search/footsteps?photo=iRyGmA_no2QLeverage NTEN Nonprofit Technology Network competencies for tech



Katherine Skinner
404 783 2534
katherine@educopia.org
@educopia
http://educopia.org

Contact info:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe that moving the needle on big issues requires binding players from across a system, not just focusing on isolated pockets. We work across libraries, archives, and museums in many of our affiliated communities, including MetaArchive Cooperative, a digital preservation network, and BitCurator, a digital forensics community.We believe stakeholders in a system can achieve great things if they align, intentionally, towards shared system-level goals.

mailto:katherine@educopia.org
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